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On behalf of the City of Surrey, it is my pleasure to welcome you to Surrey’s
brand new Civic Hotel for Disruptive Tech Talks.
As part of the City of Surrey’s continued commitment to supporting our
regional innovation ecosystem, this event is designed for business leaders
like yourselves to learn about the disruptive technologies reshaping industry
foundations, rub shoulders with brilliant minds who will be redefining the
future of tech, and even discover new opportunities made possible through
digital transformation.
This year, we are proud to welcome over 150 innovators from across British
Columbia to learn and share their experiences about disruptive trends, as well
as peer into the future to see how these technologies will make our economy
more productive and sustainable.
What you will learn and experience today is only possible because of our
gracious community and industry supporters. As such, I would like to extend a
warm thank you to all our partners who have contributed to make Disruptive
Tech Talks such a success.
Once again, welcome to Disruptive Tech Talks and enjoy the event!

Sincerely,

Mayor Linda Hepner
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Event Schedule
TIME

EVENT

SPEAKER

8:30am

Event Registration

9:00am

Mayor’s Welcome

LINDA HEPNER
Mayor at the City of Surrey

9:05am

Opening Remarks

STEVE DOOLEY
Executive Director, Campus Administration at
Simon Fraser University Surrey Campus

9:10am

The EverAccelerating Pace
of Disruptive
Technology

MODERATOR
KEN ARMOUR
Executive Director, Office of BC’s Innovation
Commissioner, Ministry of Jobs, Trade and Technology at
the Government of British Columbia

PANELISTS
BILL TAM
Co-Chair at Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster
CHARLES LAVIGNE
Co-Founder and Chief Llama at LlamaZOO
LOUISE TURNER
CEO at Innovation Boulevard
RYAN SIGOUIN
CEO at Level4 Technologies

9:55am

Data-Driven
Transformation:
A Roadmap to
Industry 4. 0

MODERATOR
KRAIG DOCHERTY
Operations Director at BC Tech

PANELISTS
JONATHAN SHARP
Global Strategic Development Leader at Finning Digital
IAIN BEGG
Director, Industry Engagement at Simon Fraser University
BRIAN HOLMES
Vice President & General Manager at Columbia Plastics
BRIAN MOUKPERIAN
Dean, Faculty of Trades & Technology at Kwantlen
Polytechnic University
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TIME

EVENT

10:45am

Networking Break

11:00am

Financing
Disruptive
Technology: Risk
Management
Insights

SPEAKER

MODERATOR
PETER PAYNE
Entrepreneur in Residence at Innovate BC

PANELISTS
ROLF DEKLEER
Vice President, Investments at GrowthWorks
Venture Capital
LAURIE DESAUTELS
Managing Director, Digital at PwC
MIKE DONALDSON
Vice President, Fusion Island Engineering at
General Fusion

11:50am

Lunch

12:20pm

The Call for
Innovation –
Your Next Big
Opportunity

MODERATOR
MARTINO TRAN
Director at Urban Predictive Analytics Lab, Co-Director
at Master of Engineering Leadership in Urban Systems,
Assistant Professor at the University of British Columbia
School of Community and Regional Planning

PANELISTS
J-P FOURNIER
Project Director, B. C. Startup in Residence, Ministry of
Jobs, Trade and Technology at the Government of British
Columbia
KURT PREGLER
Chief Information Officer at TransLink
SEAN SIMPSON
Director of Information Technology at the City of Surrey

1:15pm

Closing Remarks and Prize Draw
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The Ever-Accelerating Pace of
Disruptive Technology

The pace of innovation is accelerating at a staggering speed,
with new, disruptive technologies transforming the way we live,
work, play, and even look at the world. This panel will explore how
disruptive transformation has altered the way industries operate
and give a glimpse into what the future could hold in store.

MODERATOR
KEN ARMOUR
Executive Director, Office of BC’s Innovation Commissioner,
Ministry of Jobs, Trade and Technology at the
Government of British Columbia
Ken Armour currently works as the Executive Director in the office
of BC’s Innovation Commissioner, Dr. Alan Winter. Dr. Winter’s
role includes forging relationships, encouraging investment and
promoting innovation and the application of technology across
all sectors of the economy. Ken has over 25 years of senior
management experience in the BC and federal governments in the
economic, social, Indigenous and intergovernmental policy areas.
He has a Masters of Public Management and a Bachelor of Arts
(Political Science). Ken has spent a number of years in the research
and innovation portfolio and had the lead role in developing and
implementing the BC Government’s 2007 Research and Innovation
Strategy.
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PANELISTS
CHARLES LAVIGNE
Co-Founder and Chief Llama at LlamaZOO
As Co-founder and CEO of award-winning 3D visualization company
LlamaZOO Interactive, Charles helps clients ranging from ivy league
universities to tier 1 mining companies eliminate communication
barriers, work safer, and move faster. Under his leadership, LlamaZOO
has grown from a lean start-up, into a profitable company valued at
over $25 million. As a thought leader in the VR/AR space, Charles
has been called upon to speak at forums including SXSW, AWE,
CVR, OCIO, PDAC, ESRI, and iVentures. He is a founding member of
BCTech’s The CUBE VR co-working space and incubator, and board
member of the VR/AR Association’s Vancouver Chapter.

RYAN SIGOUIN
CEO at Level4 Technologies
Ryan helps local small and medium businesses reap the benefits
technology offers through Managed IT Services. As CEO, Ryan
is responsible for the overall strategy of Level4. From humble
beginnings of 5 staff to 60 staff to recently earning the top 100 tech
companies in BC nod from Business in Vancouver, to being ranked
as one of the most efficient MSP’s across North America; Ryan has
been instrumental both operationally and strategically through his
16 years with Level4. Ryan has pushed Level4 to play an innovative
role in the Managed IT Services industry by re-defining product and
service offering, as well as positioned the company as a leader in an
ever-changing industry.
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PANELISTS (continued)
BILL TAM
Co-Chair at Canada’s Digital Technology Supercluster
Bill Tam has been actively involved in guiding the success of tech
companies as a founder, executive, investor, advisor and board
member for the past 20 years. In 2010, he joined BC Tech as a CEOin-Residence with the Centre4Growth program, advising over 30
companies from startups to mid-stage technology firms. Prior to BC
Tech, Bill was the CEO of EQO Communications, a mobile app startup,
a Partner at SpringBank TechVentures, an early-stage VC firm, and
a founding executive at MetroNet, a successful Canadian telecom
startup. Bill has held senior executive positions at AT&T, Rogers, Jones
Cable, Infowave Software and Bell Canada. He currently lends his
expertise as an industry advisor for BCNet, Simon Fraser University
and UBC; and volunteers his time supporting students and aspiring
entrepreneurs. Bill holds an MBA from the Ivey School of Business
and a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering from McGill University.

LOUISE TURNER
CEO at Innovation Boulevard
Louise Turner provides the vision and strategy at Innovation
Boulevard as she leads the organization’s next phase of growth. Prior
to becoming CEO at Innovation Boulevard, Louise held numerous
executive roles, including President of the BC Premier’s Technology
Council, and COO for both the Pacific Health Innovation eXchange
and Canada West Health Innovation Council. She was Business
Development Director at Abatis– acquired by Redback in one of
Canada’s largest private acquisitions – and Newbridge– a multibillion dollar company acquired by Alcatel. Louise completed the
Leading High-Performance Health-Care Organizations program from
Harvard and holds an MBA from Cranfield. She serves on the Rick
Hansen Foundation board and is a Certified Executive Coach, private
pilot, and pianist.
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Join British Columbia’s newest tech hub
REALIZE YOUR OPPORTUNITY | Contact us at invest@surrey.ca

IMAGE PLACEHOLDER
(please provide an image you
think fits best in this area)

LIVE THE INNOVATION

BREATHE THE INNOVATION

BE THE INNOVATION
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Data-Driven Transformation:
A Roadmap to Industry 4. 0
The fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 leverages data-driven
insights to implement digital technologies like cloud computing, smart
sensors, big data analytics, and augmented reality in order to streamline
productions, increase efficiencies, achieve cost savings, enhance
competitive advantages, and provide better customer care. This panel
of advanced manufacturing and innovation experts will break down
the big vision of Industry 4.0 into a roadmap to smart manufacturing,
focussing on the operational data that serves as its foundation.

MODERATOR
KRAIG DOCHERTY
Operations Director at BC Tech
Kraig Docherty is the Operations Director at BC Tech. Kraig is
responsible for the operations of the BC Tech Hub, The Cube, and
is the Event Director for the Technology Impact Awards. Prior to
joining BC Tech, Kraig was VP, Talent at Eventbase a leading mobile
event technology platform for global brands with operations in
Vancouver and the UK, and Head of Operations & Talent at Invoke, a
digital product company credited with launching companies such as
Hootsuite, Foodee, and Brightkit.

PANELISTS
JONATHAN SHARP
Global Strategic Development Leader at Finning Digital
With over 17 years of industry experience, an MBA and PhD in
Interactive Design, Jonathan seized the position of Global Strategic
Development Leader. In this role, Jonathan splits his time between
Finning International and Digital working on strategy, defining new
product and services roadmap, new business models, and Finning’s
overall go-to-market strategy.
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Outside of work, Jonathan enjoys swimming, tennis, and
snowboarding with his family.

PANELISTS (continued)
IAIN BEGG
Director, Industry Engagement at Simon Fraser University
Iain Begg is a serial entrepreneur, mentor, professor and researcher.
He has a proven record in attracting, sourcing and developing
opportunities for novel products and services that benefit and
strengthen community and environment at a local, national and
global level. Iain has been heavily involved in promoting the uptake of
analysis in finance, healthcare and operations from small to Fortune
500 companies.

BRIAN HOLMES
Vice President & General Manager at Columbia Plastics
F. Brian Holmes, A. Sc. T. , CMfgE, FSME is Vice President and General
Manager at Columbia Plastics Ltd. in Surrey, British Columbia. He is a
graduate of BCIT and has spent his career in custom manufacturing.
His technical background includes a six sigma black belt and lean
manufacturing methodology implementation. He served as president
of SME (the Society of Manufacturing Engineers) in 2007. During
his career, he has introduced several new technologies including
the molding of wood waste products, robotics, metal injection
molding, sintering, cast molds for plastic, and custom real time
production monitoring. His experience with the company includes
sales, production, operations, quality and general management. His
emphasis is on a culture of continuous learning for everyone in the
company. This includes learning new and developing technologies
that will improve production efficiencies throughout the business and
manufacturing processes.

BRIAN MOUKPERIAN
Dean, Faculty of Trades & Technology at Kwantlen Polytechnic University
For the past 17 years, Brian was Dean of the School of Transportation
at the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (SAIT). Prior to SAIT,
he was Director, Integrated Manufacturing and Training at Niagara
College for 10 years. Brian began his career as an Industrial Training
Consultant in the Apprenticeship Branch in St. Catharines, Ontario.
For 11 years, he worked in the Apprenticeship Branch, working in the
field, in Program Standards, and as an area manager. Brian is graduate
of McMaster University (B. P. E. and B. A), Queen’s University (B. Ed)
and Brock University (M. Ed).
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Financing Disruptive Technology:
Risk Management Insights
The research and development or implementation of disruptive technology
often requires a significant investment of capital. This panel will discuss
how to manage disruptive technology risk and attract the investment
businesses need in order to improve operations and stay competitive.

MODERATOR
PETER PAYNE
Entrepreneur in Residence at Innovate BC
Peter has founded/co-founded eight companies in diverse sectors,
from electronic publishing to medical devices. Those companies sold
products in Canada, USA, Europe and Asia. He has been involved with
government organizations, private and public companies, reverse
take-overs, venture capital corporations and not-for-profit groups.
Peter earned a Ph.D. from the University of British Columbia (UBC)
and was active with the Problem Based Learning program. He was a
member of the UBC Faculty of Medicine and is currently on Faculty
with Simon Fraser University’s Beedie School of Business. Peter has been an invited speaker
at international conferences, holds a number of patents and has received several awards for
academic and business activities. Peter often speaks about the application of the scientific
method to innovation challenges.
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PANELISTS
ROLF DEKLEER
Vice President, Investments at Growthworks Venture Capital
Rolf Dekleer has 18 years of investing experience with GrowthWorks
Venture Capital. His investment activity includes disruptive companies
such as D-Wave Systems (quantum computing), General Fusion
(fusion energy power plant design), Angstrom Power (micro-fuel
cells), Boreal Genomics (circulating tumour DNA analysis), BTI
(neutron detectors), Cooledge Lighting (novel LED lighting), Redlen
Technologies (radiation detectors) and Switch Materials (smart
glass for cars). Rolf’s operating experience includes technology
companies such as Cymbolic Sciences, MacDonald Dettwiler, Agilent
Technologies, Hewlett-Packard and Schlumberger. He has an MA and
an MBA from York University, and graduated from BCIT’s Electronics
Engineering program.

LAURIE DESAUTELS
Managing Director, Digital at PwC
Laurie is the Western Canadian Lead for PwC Canada’s Digital
Services, a Managing Director in Strategy&, and is one of PwC’s
leading specialists in digital strategy and Agile. She leads BXT
(Business, eXperience, Technology) teams delivering digital
transformation projects from strategy through execution and
has recently relocated to Vancouver to establish the digital team
in Vancouver. In the past 20 years she has focused on digital
transformation leveraging enterprise and emerging technology and
methodologies. Years later, she designed an award-winning web
content management product reducing a 20 day process down to
five days. She is passionate about human-centered design and how
applying its principles can lead to better design and adoption of the
solutions she implements.

MIKE DONALDSON
Vice President, Fusion Island Engineering at General Fusion
Mike Donaldson is the Vice President of Fusion Island Engineering
at General Fusion in Burnaby. General Fusion is pursuing the fastest,
most practical path to commercial fusion energy - a clean and safe
form of energy that has the potential to deliver on-demand industrialscale power with zero CO2 emissions. Before joining General Fusion
in 2009, Mike spent over a decade in production engineering and
product development roles at Creo Products (Kodak). Mike has a
B.Sc. in Engineering Physics from Queen’s University and a M.Sc. in
Engineering Physics from the University of British Columbia.
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The Call for Innovation –
Your Next Big Opportunity
The Surrey-Vancouver Smart Cities Challenge, TransLink’s Open
Call for Innovation, as well as BC’s Startup in Residence Program
are three opportunities providing new pathways for innovative
companies to bring their ideas to affect regional transformation. Join
Martino, Kurt, Sean, and J-P in this panel discussion to explore real,
tangible opportunities in transportation, smart cities, and more.

MODERATOR
MARTINO TRAN
Director at Urban Predictive Analytics Lab, Co-Director at
Master of Engineering Leadership in Urban Systems, Assistant
Professor at the University of British Columbia School of
Community and Regional Planning
As a thought leader in urban systems and analytics, Martino’s
research focuses on predictive modelling and simulation or urban
infrastructure and technology to inform policy and investment
strategies with positive societal and sustainability outcomes. He has
led both technical and policy research for government, academia
and industry on the large-scale deployment of smart energy and
transport technologies. He has advised UNEP, UNDP, Hitachi Europe’s
Smart Cities Program, City Councils, and collaborates with the UK
Energy Research Centre that informs national energy and climate
policy. He has lectured at UBC and Oxford on Sustainable Energy,
Climate Change and Smart Cities and is a peer reviewer for Science
and Nature.
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PANELISTS
J-P FOURNIER
Project Director, B.C. Startup in Residence, Ministry of Jobs, Trade and
Technology at the Government of British Columbia
J-P Fournier is the Project Director for the B.C. Startup in Residence
(STIR) Program. The Startup in Residence (STIR) program brings
the ideas and expertise of startup tech companies together with
government business areas to co-develop technology solutions,
improving services delivered to British Columbians. Prior to joining
the STIR program, J-P was a project manager and product owner with
government’s Natural Resource Transformation Secretariat, where he
led the design, development and delivery of digital products. J-P holds
an undergraduate degree in Environmental Resource Management
from the University of Windsor, and is pursuing his MBA part-time at
the University of Victoria.

KURT PREGLER
Chief Information Officer at TransLink
Kurt is currently the CIO for Metro Vancouver’s regional transportation
authority which provides integrated transit services across 23
communities, moving more than 500,000 people per day. He is
responsible for all aspects of the agency’s technology strategy and
day-to-day operations. Prior to taking on the role of CIO, Kurt was
seconded to the Program Director role for the Compass Card & Fare
Gate Project in 2015. In this role, he was tasked with helping to
turn the project around, after lengthy delays and technical issues.
Within a year, he had led his team to successfully deliver Compass,
one of Metro Vancouver’s largest and most complex public-facing
transformation projects.

SEAN SIMPSON
Director of Information Technology at the City of Surrey
A member of the City of Surrey’s Senior Management Team, Sean
Simpson is the Director, Information Technology, and is responsible
for driving the City’s transformation to a customer-focused
service delivery model. Sean is the Smart City Lead on the Federal
Government’s National Smart Cities Challenge, and co-lead the
development of Surrey’s Smart Surrey Strategy, which contributed to
Surrey being named “Top 7 Intelligent Community of the Year” in 2015
and 2016 by New York-based think tank the ‘Intelligent Community
Forum’. Prior to his current role, Sean was Surrey’s GIS Manager and
established the City’s Open Data Program, MySurrey Portal, GIS, asset
management and 311 service programs.
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PARTNERS

13450 104th Ave, Surrey, BC Canada V3T 1V8
(604) 591-4128 | INVEST@SURREY. CA
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